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Designed and manufactured in a 
modern facility by dedicated 
personnel using the latest production 
methods and powder coating. The 
robust construction and upgrade 
features should offer many years of 
service. An auxiliary service with a 
flow of at least 25 litres/minute for 
the smaller units and 35 litres/minute 
for the wider machines is required.  
An optional wheel may be fitted to the 
front of the collector to prevent it 
“bottoming out” on un-level surfaces. 
 
 

The standard manual angling may 
be replaced with hydraulic angling 
(a second valve is required on the 
tractor). 
Important features include an 
inboard mounted motor with a 
duplex chain drive to the brush 
ensuring the narrowest overall 
width.  
The brush is a massive 37cm 
diameter. The large diameter 
makes easy work of bulky debris.  

The KM37ABR Series front mounted 
sweepers for larger ride-on and up-
front mowers and sub-compact 
tractors 15-25 hp. They may be 
quickly attached to most larger 
tractors (front or rear), front loaders, 
forklift trucks, teleporters and loading 
shovels using the appropriate ABR37 
mounting bracket. This mounts on top 
of the sweeper and is possible to 
rotate, which allows the sweeper to be 
front or rear mounted. The sweeper 
may be specified with and without a 
collector. Only one double acting valve 
is required to operate the sweeper 
and collector. The collector features 
twin tipping rams.  

PERFORMANCE RELIABILITY EASE OF USE 

Hydraulic drive sweepers 125cm to 
250cm working width with or 
without collection. 

KM37ABR Front Mounted Sweepers 



Kersten KM37ABR Mounted Sweepers for Compact Tractors 
The KM37ABR Range are heavy duty yard sweepers to fit compact tractors, consistently excellent in its design, durability and 
operation. The quick attach implements are designed to be versatile. The powered sweepers may be finely adjusted to suit a 
multiplicity of applications including moss removal, fine dust collection and general yard debris. Kersten offers a range of 
robust attachments for the clearance and collection of debris from a variety of surfaces including roads, yards, factories, and 
even grass. Efficient collection may be made using the easy to empty collector box and the side gully brush looks after the 
edges.  The front brush guard prevents material from being thrown from the brush when the collector is not being used. A 
sprinkler system can be fitted for use in dusty conditions. Snow can also be cleared using the brush. 
 

Heavy Duty Sweepers 37cm Diameter   
 CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE 

Sweeping attachments for the KABR 37 linkage 

 KKM 12537 M-ABR 37 
KKM 12537 H-ABR 37 

Front Mounted Sweeper 125cm  PTO Drive  
Front Mounted Sweeper 125cm  Hydraulic Drive 
Working width 125cm  
Brush diameter 37cm poly Combi brush,  
Manual angling left and right.  
Manual height adjustment by two adjustable caster wheels,. This versatile sweeper is 
suitable for hard surfaces, soft surfaces and artificial sports surfaces. 
Tractor requires a front PTO or hydraulic service with suitable valves with a free flow return 
min 10lt/min. Specify application when ordering. 
Requires suitable KABR37 brackets to mount to a front mower or tractor front linkage 
system.  
See below. 
 

2100.00 
2100.00 

 K125 010 037 Replacement five row poly Combi-brush for 125cm sweeping machine, 37cm diameter 
 

315.00 

 KGUSPL 12537 Front Brush Guard 125cm for KM 12537 Sweeper. 140.00 

 KSSB 12537 B Collector Box 125cm for KM 12537 Sweeper. 
Adjustable for height above the ground to compensate for brush wear. Consists of steel box 
with one central caster wheel and one hydraulic cylinder. Requires one double acting 
hydraulic service to operate. 
 

900.00 

Accessories for the sweeper 

 KASM 4037 KM Gulley Brush for KM12537 Sweeper 40cm  
Heavy duty belt drive   

590.00 
 

 K105 425 400 Replacement poly Gulley brush 40cm diameter 89.95 

 KAST 37 LR Garage Stands for Sweepers KM 37 Series Sweepers    150.00 

 KHSZ-180 Hydraulic Angling kit for KM Range Sweepers  450.00 

 KDZ 37-45 PTO Drive Speed Multiplier                                    75.00 

 KWAS 100 KM Dust Suppression Kit Water Sprayer - 100 litre      POA 

Mounting Brackets for KM37ABR series sweepers  

 KABR 37 US KM37 series sweepers to suit John Deere Quick-Tach front linkage found on X700 series 
and 1026R 

500.00 

 KABR 37 KD KM37 series sweepers to suit tractors and mowers with front linkage and Cat 0 quick attach 
A frame 

520.00 

 KABR 37 DP KM37 series sweepers to suit tractors and mowers with front 3 point linkage Cat I and Cat II 520.00 

 KABR 37 FM KM37 series sweepers to suit up-front mowers with 2 point linkage or special linkage 
systems. 
 
 
 

600.00 

All Prices are subject to VAT.   
Kersten (UK) Ltd reserve the right to change prices 
and specification at any time.  

Kersten UK Limited are sole UK distributor of Kersten Arealmaschinen GmbH  of Rees, Germany. © Kersten (UK) Ltd. 2014 


